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Thursday 5th May: R2 class assembly ( 9—9.30am)
Friday 6th May: 3A class assembly ( 9—9.30am)
Week beginning 9th May: Year 6 SATS week
Monday 9th May and Tuesday 10th May: 5TTG Parents’ Evening (3.30—6pm)
Monday 9th May and Tuesday 10th May: 2China Parents’
Evening (3.30—6pm)
Friday 13th May: 4I class assembly ( 9—9.30am)

Year 5 children this week have been the first in the school to
enter the school kitchen to work with Chef Luke and
Miss Lena to deliver some practical and class based learning
for Food Technology.

Over the next 6 weeks the children will
work in groups to look at where our food
comes from, how we can be sustainable and seasonal when we
shop and how we can make healthier choices. They will also learn
practical knife skills, how to use equipment and be safe in a kitchen
as well as listening and team work. This week the children made
pasta from homemade dough, beef meatballs, veggie tomato
sauce and salad.

Such an amazing evening yesterday! Thank you to everyone
who attended, donated and volunteered to such a worthy
cause. Thank you to the children for all their hard work...the
art work was fabulous! Thank you to all the
artists who donated pieces to auction at
the fundraiser. We are extremely proud of
our school and the community that we are
part of.

Rushey Green Primary
School
Art Auction
in aid of a memorial garden
for

Sabina Nessa
Here is the link to the auction: https://linktr.ee/
sabinasgarden

Artist: Luke Agbaimoni

Title: Paddington Station
Medium: Photograph (unframed)
Dimensions: 29.7 x 42 cm
Luke is an author, photographer and designer based in London England. He has an arts background with a degree in graphic design.
His photography however was self-taught after he had graduated.
He has a special love for dusk and night photography, enjoying the
technical
challenge
of
capturing
low
light
images.

Tube Mapper is a photography project by Luke Agbaimoni… The
Underground is the backbone of the city of London, a part of our
identity. It’s a network of shared experiences and visual memories.
The tube mapper project captures moments of subconscious recognition and overlooked interests, showcasing images that can be
seen near or at every London tube station.

https://linktr.ee/sabinasgarden

Artist: Tracy Allen

Title: HOG7950505
Medium: Screenprint (unframed)
Dimensions: 84.1 x 118.8 cm
Originally from Canada, Tracy Allen moved to London in 1998.
She has a BA in Metalwork and Silversmithing (Camberwell College of Arts / L’Haute Ecole d’Arts Appliqués, Geneva, Switzerland, 2006) and an MA in Printmaking (Camberwell College of
Arts, 2008). She currently lives and works in London.
Tracy is an artist and a maker – anything from jewellery, textiles,
book making, printmaking, sewing, a bit of film to public art projects and collaborative works. Most of her work incorporates both
local and universal subject matter with a social value and that are
culturally recognized. She
then reworks them to produce
new aesthetic forms with an
element of humour incorporated.

https://linktr.ee/
sabinasgarden

Name: Billy Black

Title: Bamboo Baby Blanket (hypoallergenic)
Medium: Crochet Bamboo
Instagram: @billyblacklondon
Artist in yarn; garments, sculpture, rugs and blankets.
Happy camper and wanderer. I knit and crochet....sweaters, rugs, decorations, scarves, shawls and
more. I'm fascinated by colour and geometry. I take
commissions for new creations and also repairs of your
well-loved knitwear.

https://linktr.ee/sabinasgarden

Artist: Adam Hogarth

Title: Dobutsu 2
Medium: Screenprint (unframed)
Dimensions: 30 x 30cm
Adam has a BA Hons Fine Art from Northumbria University and
a MFA from The Royal College of Art in Fine Art Print. He was a
fellow at the Royal Academy of Arts from 2016 to 2020. He currently lives in Catford and works at Thames Side Print Studio
and teaches at Citylit and Camden Working Men’s College.

https://linktr.ee/sabinasgarden

Artist: Amanda Horwood
Title: Blue and Bronze Woman
Medium: Gouache, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
Dimensions 12 x 16 inches
Website: https://amandahorwood.com/
Although my work is figurative I use a process that is similar to abstract painting. I layer and remove paint. I experiment and take risks.
I work fast then take a step back and reflect. This starts and stops
over and again. The direction of the painting is led by the process
and it takes on a life of its own. But I am there with it and sometimes
I have to take control and be ruthless, making aesthetic decisions
which may mean some characters may not survive or areas of the
painting which have some nice qualities but do not benefit the painting as a whole are sacrificed. Under the final image there are other
paintings that had to exist for
the final version to be
reached. They’ve contributed to the final version and
you can get a sense hints of
the past within the present.
The painting has its own history like the characters within it.

https://linktr.ee/
sabinasgarden

EXTRA BANK
HOLIDAY
The Queen is celebrating
her Platinum Jubilee for
70 years of service. This
year an extra Bank Holiday
will be awarded on Friday
3rd June. As this falls
within the school holiday.
Teachers are able to add an additional day's
holiday to the school calendar.
This will be taken on Friday 22nd July
2022. The date was originally planned as a
training day , the day has now been moved
to Friday 10th June 2022. Children will not
be required to attend school on this day.

